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The church office and Faith Schools will be closed Friday, July 3
for the Independence Day holiday.
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Scattered Thoughts
by Rev. Kerry Nelson, Senior Pastor
“My friends, if anyone is detected in a transgression, you who have
received the Spirit should restore such a one in a spirit of gentleness.
Take care that you yourselves are not tempted. Bear one another’s
burdens, and in this way you will fulfill the law of Christ. For if those
who are nothing think they are something, they deceive
themselves. All must test their own work; then that work, rather
than their neighbor’s work, will become a cause for pride. For all
must carry their own loads.” Galatians 6:1-5

There will NOT be a Men
of Faith breakfast
gathering in July.
But we DO have a
challenge for the men of
this congregation for the
month of July. Here it is:
Spend some time with
someone you would like
to get to know!
Who is the guy that you
always see in worship on
Sunday but you really
don’t know anything about
his life?
Who is the guy you once
spent time with but with
whom you have lost touch
as your lives have gone in
different directions.
Your challenge this July is
to reach out to that guy
and find a way to
reconnect.

•
•
•
•

Take them to lunch.
Go to a ballgame.
Invite them over to
the house for food.
Meet at an ice house
for a beer.

Just do it!

I highlighted some of the words from this passage from Paul’s letter to the new
Christians in the Roman province of Galatia because it captures a tension that I believe
we all recognize in our own lives. On the one hand, we sense that we each bear
personal responsibility for our own spirituality and Christian walk. No one else can
believe for us, pray our prayers, give on our behalf, or provide the service/love that only
we can provide. There is definitely a sense that we all must “carry our own loads.”
On the other hand, Christianity IS a team sport. We need other people to see in us what
we cannot see in ourselves. Sometimes we need those people to love us enough to
point out our transgressions (in a spirit of gentleness), as well as to comfort us,
encourage us, even to bear our burdens. We need other people to do the faith with us.
It seems to me that Jesus modeled that in his own life. He needed John the Baptist at
the beginning of his ministry. He needed other people, not only to share his life while he
was with them, but to carry on his work when he was gone. The Apostle Paul did the
same. He traveled with others, received the hospitality offered by others, and called
those who came to faith into community with others.
I see this same dynamic in my own life. I need other people. I need people who I can
trust implicitly so that I have the freedom to tell the truth about what is really going on
with me. Kelley and I provide that for each other but she also needs other women in her
life just as I need men in mine. In short, we need community to thrive!
The Church is God’s plan for providing community—on-going, lasting, vibrant
community—in peoples’ lives!
Where else will it happen? We leave our childhood friends behind when we head off to
college. We leave our college friends behind when we follow our careers. Many of us
have left our families of origin behind in the places we grew up. Where else but the
church can we develop multigenerational relationships that can last for decades?
The question is—do we take advantage of that opportunity? If “church” for us means
sitting through an hour worship service three or four times a month, if even that, then
we are missing out on the greatest gift that God would have us receive: God’s love
mediated and celebrated through deep, lasting, consequential relationships with other
people.
The only way I know that ensures the development of the kinds of relationships I’m
talking about here is to create opportunities for people to spend time together in
conversation, fellowship, learning, and service. That happens best in smaller groups
than the Sunday morning crowd. Such groups can happen on Sunday morning but are
not limited to that. We need to learn how to do this and we need to be willing to give it
a try when the opportunities are put before us.
Can we do that?

Prayer Corner - “Three Golden Rules”
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by Peggy Porter
Read Romans 12:1-12
should we not be patient in tribulation? If, at times, our faith grows
weak and our Christian courage forsakes us, we can employ the
third golden rule, be constant in prayer, knowing that in his own
time the Lord will hear and help. He commanded us to pray and has
These three golden rules will ensure our daily happiness if we follow promised to hear us.
them. The first is to rejoice in hope. Christians are the only people
who can do so. Solomon says: “When the wicked dies, his hope will These encouragements are based on Christ’s love, shown when he
perish, and the expectation of wealth perishes.” (Proverbs 11:7) Not killed death for our sins. Having his forgiveness through faith, we
so with Christians, for we do not hope for earthly joy and happiness, can follow him.
as do unbelievers. Rather, we hope for God’s kind and fatherly help
Pray: Dear Lord, have compassion on things we dare not ask in our
in all the unexpected changes of this life.
unworthiness, but which you promise to give us because of Christ’s
Having that sure hope, we can also be patient in tribulation. Though worthiness. Amen.
the ways the Lord leads us may be dark and tearful, we know all
things work together for good for those who love God. Why, then,
Romans 12:12 – “Rejoice in hope, be patient in
tribulation, be constant in prayer.”

Faith Camp Has Officially Started!!
Only 1 week left!
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Can We Contact You If We Need To?
•
•
•
•

Has your contact information changed?
Do you have a new email address?
Not sure if the information we have is up to date?
Have you had a name change or an addition to your family?

Update your information by simply filling out the front of the connection card in your Sunday bulletin or email the church office at
info@faithbellaire.org

It’s A Celebration
by Jason Houlihan, Director of Faith Formation

Celebrating has ancient roots. After sparing God’s chosen people from imminent destruction, God
specifically instructed them to commemorate God’s faithfulness through an annual celebration
(Exodus 12:14-20). Whether it’s Purim (marking their deliverance from Haman), Passover (celebrating
their deliverance from slavery), or Chanukah (celebrating the rededication of the temple), the Jewish
people have created unique festive traditions shaped around God's commands to remember.
But for us, memories tend to be short-term. Distractions from both the incidental and enormous
challenges of life lead us to forget. Forget God. Forget our wives, husbands, or friends. When the bank account dips
below minimum, the mechanic’s bill exceeds our weekly paycheck, or Faith Camp support staff is throwing water
balloons at cars, it feels more natural to shake our clenched fists at God than to organize a party.
Which is why celebrations are so critical to our spiritual life. The very act of celebrating anchors us in a deeper story, one
that precedes circumstance. God’s narrative goes back to the garden when God formed us from the dust and called us
into loving relationship with each other and with God’s self. It continued when Jesus became flesh and took on our
brokenness so that we could enter into community with the trinity. This will culminate in, yes, a celebration!
Celebration, other than being a hit-single by Kool and the Gang, is an invitation to remember. To remember, that there is
so much to celebrate at Faith Lutheran Church. We’ve got almost ninety children here for week one of Faith Camp, and
we have mentors spanning the generations for all of our staff. Monday through Thursday, dozens of teenagers from all
over greater Houston meet here at Faith, for recovery, community, and Halo. And on top of those two things, we’ve got a
vibrant Chinese worshiping community.
Take some time this month to remember the work of this community. Scroll the “Faith Camp, Bellaire Texas” Facebook
page and celebrate with us. Consider making a few dozen cookies for Cornerstone. Worship in Mandarin at 10:50 AM in
the gym. These are small invitations to celebrate what God is doing among us here at Faith.

The Bad and Good Soil
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by Rev. Junfeng Tan, Associate Pastor
When a great crowd gathered and people from town after town came
to him, he said in a parable: “A sower went out to sow his seed; and as
he sowed, some fell on the path and was trampled on, and the birds of
the air ate it up. Some fell on the rock; and as it grew up, it withered for
lack of moisture. Some fell among thorns, and the thorns grew with it
and choked it. Some fell into good soil, and when it grew, it produced a
hundredfold.” As he said this, he called out, “Let anyone with ears to
hear listen!” Luke 8:4-8
As I ponder this parable of Jesus and think about the ministry of Faith Chinese Fellowship
and many Chinese friends whom I’ve met in the past two years, I begin to ask
myself: What are the obstacles to faith that Chinese have to face? What are the “hard
path,” “the rocky ground,” and “the thorn bushes” when it comes to receiving the gospel
of Jesus Christ?
It is not so difficult to come up with the answers because I was once also an unbeliever.
The myth of incompatibility between science and religion: Chinese are taught that
evolution and creation, science and religion are at odds. A Chinese lady once told me
matter-of-factly, “My fiancé does not believe in God because he is a scientist.” For some
Chinese people it is an insult to their intelligence to even suggest that God created and
has continued to sustain the universe.

Chinese Worship
Every Sunday
9:45 AM Bible Study
10:50 AM Worship
12:00 PM Lunch
Everyone Welcome

Communist atheist propaganda: Most Chinese people no longer trust the Chinese
Communist Party. However, communist slogans like “religion is the opium of the people,”
and “Christianity is the lackey of western Imperialism” have been engraved in the psyche
of Chinese society. For many Chinese, religion is for the uneducated, the superstitious,
the poor, and the old.
Idol of mammon: The breakneck economic growth of China has steadily lifted millions of
Chinese out of poverty and created an ever growing middle class in the past three
decades. At the same time, it has generated an illusion that wealth and money alone will
solve human problems and bring happiness and fulfillment. The god of mammon has
captivated and enslaved millions of worshippers on a scale that is unprecedented in
Chinese history.
The moral bankruptcy: The combination of market economy, the pursuit of money and
wealth, and the communist monopoly of power has resulted in a moral meltdown in the
Chinese society. Many people want to get ahead at all costs. Governments at all levels are
extremely corrupt. Dangerous counterfeit products are everywhere from baby formula, to
food, to medicine, to iPhones; bribery and lies have become part of daily life; human
dignity and rights are constantly violated at the whim of authorities; selfishness, greed,
lust, jealousy, envy, vainglory, hypocrisy, and ruthlessness are accepted by many as
“normal,” whereas love, mercy, sympathy, generosity, humility, faithfulness, loyalty, and
integrity are treated with contempt. People of honesty and goodwill feel helpless and
hopeless. When people do not experience real love and mercy and justice in life, it
become very difficult for them to believe in the God of love and mercy and justice.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Parent’s Night Out
Every Friday night this Summer!
Faith Center 6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
We accept kids from ages 6 months to 12 years
old.
The cost is $15 for one child, $10 per each
additional child (same household) with a $45
household max. RSVP via email to
PNO@faithbellaire.org to insure that we have a spot for
you.

PNO Summer Dates & Themes
July 3
July 10
July 17
July 24
July 31
Aug 7

No PNO! (4th of July Holiday)
Bubbles of Fun
Arts & Crafts Night
Let’s Get Cooking
Science Fun
Bounce Back to School

The Bad and Good Soil (Continued)
I name these “hard path,” “rocky ground,” and “thorn bushes” not to suggest that it is impossible for the Chinese
people to accept the Word of God. Not at all. I believe these obstacles of faith are potential pathways to faith; I
believe bad soil can be turned to good soil; and the barren land can become fertile. How come? We are made in God’s
image and we are never able to live a good life apart from God. St. Augustine says people are made for God and our
hearts are restless unless they find rest in God. All those “hard path,” “rocky ground,” and “thorn bushes” are bad
environments for the seed of faith to germinate, grow, and bear fruit. That is for sure. But they also make people feel
spiritually dry, restless, and empty. They lead people to a dead-end. When the soul’s dryness, restlessness, and
emptiness are felt and exposed, when people reach the end of their rope, they are ready to hear and receive the good
news of Jesus Christ.
God declared in the time of Isaiah, “I, the God of Israel, will not forsake them. I will make rivers flow on barren heights,
and springs within the valleys. I will turn the desert into pools of water, and the parched ground into springs. I will put
in the desert the cedar and the acacia, the myrtle and the olive.” (Isaiah 41:17-19) Jesus came to bring living water to
the thirsty and the bread of life to the hungry. Therefore, we are to do what the sower does in Jesus’ parable--to
scatter the seed of faith wherever we can, whenever we can, without calculation, speculation, or discrimination. Who
can say the Lord cannot use believers to turn “the hard path” or “rocky ground” or “thorn bushes” into good soil?
Faith Lutheran is here to become the channel of God’s extravagant grace and unbounded love. Indeed, we have the
honor and responsibility to be a blessing to all whom God has sent our way.
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Faith Schools Activities This Month!
Puppet Show
July 17 @ 10:00 AM
Faith Center Gym
Bounce House and Carnival Games
July 24 @ 10:00 AM
Faith Center Gym

A Letter From the ELCA Presiding Bishop

CCSC Back to School 2015

by Rev. Elizabeth A. Eaton

by Janis Frnka, Board of Social Ministries

Volunteer Opportunities
• July 30, 4:00 - 8:30 PM - School Supply
Delivery Night - We need muscle
power to help arrange supplies, but
there will be plenty of work for
everyone. Children 14 and above are
welcome; ages 11-13 with adult.
•

August 1, 7:30 - 11:00 AM - Pre-Sort &
Set-up – Same ages as stated above

•

August 2, 10:30 AM - 2:00 PM - Sort
and Set Up – Same ages as stated
above

•

Friday, August 7, 7:30 AM - 1:00PM
Distribution - Ages 14 and up

•

Saturday, August 8, 7:30 AM - 1:00PM
Distribution - Ages 14 and up

•

Hospitality Team - Volunteers are
needed to provided radical hospitality
to our guests on Friday and Saturday.
We will provide water and snacks.

Sign up at the table in the Fellowship Hall
on Sundays, July 12, 19 or 26.
Remember, it takes only $45 to sponsor
one child to receive school supplies,
hygiene kits, and school uniforms/shoes!
Put BTS in the memo line on your check.
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Upcoming Events
♦Church Office and Faith Schools Closed!

Friday, July 3
♦ Faith Camp - Camp Hope Rodeo

July 6-10
♦Faith Family Pool Party

Every Sunday
at 6:10 PM.
A service of
healing and
recovery.

Friday, July 10, 6:45 PM
Willow Pool
♦High School National Youth Gathering

Detroit, Michigan
July 15-20
♦Middle School Summer

Camp

Lutherhill
July 20-24
♦Elementary Summer Camp

Lutherhill
July 27-31
♦CCSC BTS & Backpack Drive

July 12-27
♦CCSC Back To School Distribution

August 7-8
Faith Center

Questions?
Please contact Jason Houlihan (jhoulihan@faithbellaire.org).
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Rebecca Ruth Circle

Women’s Connection

The Rebecca Ruth Circle will meet on
Thursday, July 2 at 10:00 AM in the
Conference Room.

For more information about the Women’s
Connection, please contact Brenda Cauthen
at bcauthen1@gmail.com or 281-630-8088.

We would love for you to join us for Bible
study. Come hungry! Bring your sack lunch;
desserts and drinks are provided. Socializing
with the group is so joyful.
All are welcome!!

FAQ on Marriage Issues
in the Wake of the Supreme Court Ruling in Obergefell v. Hodges
In the ELCA's Social Statement, "Human Sexuality: Gift and Trust," this denomination recognized that the policies and
practices of our congregations around issues of same sex marriage will not all be the same. The Social Statement neither
forbids nor endorses same sex marriage; instead, it recognizes that many in the ELCA may feel called by their consciencebound faith to hold diverse views on this issue. Given that the issue of same sex marriage is on the mind of many in our
communities, this is a time for us to be in prayerful, respectful, and loving conversation with one another around these
and other issues that may affect our ministry in following Jesus in the world. In that regard, a shared reading and discussion of the Social Statement would be a good place for those conversations to begin.
The Supreme Court's ruling on June 26, 2015 in the Obergefell case, which recognizes a fundamental right of same-sex
couples to marry, may lead to questions in our congregations. It is best to address those questions lovingly, transparently, and directly - so we have prepared this FAQ to assist you in doing so.
1. What did the Supreme Court rule?
The Supreme Court issued decisions in June 2015 concerning the right to marry and the ability of states to restrict access
to marriage licenses by same-sex couples.
In its decision, the Court ruled that the right of two consenting adults to marry is a fundamental right that may not be
abridged by the refusal of the state to grant marriage licenses (or other formal recognition of marriages) to same-sex
couples on the same terms as it grants them to heterosexual couples. In the words of the Court, "The right to marry is a
fundamental right inherent in the liberty of the person, and under the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the
Fourteenth Amendment couples of the same sex may not be deprived of that right and that liberty.”
(Continued on next page)
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(FAQ article continued…)

The
mission of
Faith
Lutheran
Church
is to
follow
Jesus in
blessing
the world
with faith,
hope, and
love.

The Court now holds that same-sex couples may exercise the fundamental right to
marry....and the State laws challenged by Petitioners in these cases are now held
invalid to the extent they exclude same-sex couples from civil marriage on the same
terms and conditions as opposite-sex couples." In practical terms, this decision also
means that marriages performed in other states that have (up to now) recognized
same-sex marriages must be recognized as law in states that (up to now) had not
recognized such marriages. "The Court, in this decision, holds same-sex couples may
exercise the fundamental right to marry in all States. It follows that the Court also
must hold - and it now does hold - that there is no lawful basis for a State to refuse to
recognize a lawful same-sex marriage performed in another State on the ground of its
same-sex character."
2. What does this decision have to say about the continuing right of people to hold
deeply held religious views about marriage and same-sex marriage?
The Court emphasized that the right of same-sex couples to obtain a marriage license
does not mean that those with deeply held religious views are prohibited from
continuing to practice their religious faith. As the Court put it in its opinion, "Finally, it
must be emphasized that religions, and those who adhere to religious doctrines, may
continue to advocate with utmost, sincere conviction that, by divine precepts, samesex marriage should not be condoned. The First Amendment ensures that religious
organizations and persons are given proper protection as they seek to teach the
principles that are so fulfilling and so central to their lives and faiths, and to their own
deep aspirations to continue the family structure they have long revered. The same is
true of those who oppose same-sex marriage for other reasons. In turn, those who
believe allowing same-sex marriage is proper or indeed essential, whether as a
matter of religious conviction or secular belief, may engage those who disagree with
their view in an open and searching debate."
In short, while this decision makes same-sex marriage legal and available in every
State, it also leaves intact the existing discretion of pastors to perform (or refuse to
perform) marriages on religious grounds, as well as the right of a church council (on
behalf of a congregation) to permit (or refuse to permit) marriages to be performed
on church property.
3. What does the ruling mean for the legality of same sex marriage in Texas?
Texas requires issuance of a marriage license to perform a formal marriage in Texas.
Up to now, Texas had declined (based on its state laws) to grant marriage licenses to
same sex couples. The Supreme Court's decision prohibits Texas from refusing to
grant marriage licenses to same-sex couples based on the requirements of state law.
Issuing of licenses is, however, a matter that requires action by the government.

(read full article here: http://files.ctctcdn.com/3a68c47d001/3158bc07-f734-42dfa73c-7e91e0b11a85.pdf)
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Sunday Worship Leader Schedule—July 2015
8:30 AM

July 5

July 12

July 19

July 26

Acolyte

Annika Becker

Andy Allen

Caleb Seitz

Zach Michaud

Crucifer

Caleb Seitz

Andrew Strickland

Sam Kennedy

Nate Michaud

Lector

Sharon Richter

Doug Elsen

Carl Watson

Bryan Ives

Communion
Assistants

Lenora Ohlenbusch
Bob Medlen

Lenora Ohlenbusch
Bob Medlen

Tom Dorman
Joann Welton

Tom Dorman
Joann Welton

Asst Minister

Karen Elsen

Don Hodde

Myra Condit

Myra Condit

Ushers

LaRae Nelson
Cory Nelson

Troy Becker
Randy Schawe

Troy Becker
Randy Schawe

Doug Elsen
Chris Jones

Altar Guild

Tina Wood
Betty Dossey

Tina Wood
Betty Dossey

Betty Dossey
Tina Wood

Betty Dossey
Tina Wood

10:50 AM

July 5

July 12

July 19

July 26

Acolytes

JD Jones
Sarah Bruce

Joshua Boihem
Sabrina Schlather

Dylan McGouldrick
Ying Stock-Bordnick

Annika Becker
Sabrina Schlather

Communion
Assistants

Wendy Farner
Daniel Farner

Diana Boihem
Helen Hecht

Nancy Holmes
Jon Holmes

Michael Farner
Dave Farner

Asst Minister

Eric Lerch

Eric Lerch

Wendy Farner

Wendy Farner

Ushers

The Cross Family

Mary Jane McBride
Susan Tallman

Wendy Farner
Dave Farner

The Parkan Family

Common Grounds

Property

Property

Property

Property

Altar Guild

Tina Wood
Betty Dossey

Tina Wood
Betty Dossey

Betty Dossey
Tina Wood

Betty Dossey
Tina Wood

If you have been scheduled as a worship leader and are unable to serve, please arrange to trade with
someone else who is scheduled during the month and advise the church office of the change by
Wednesday afternoon, email info@faithbellaire.org or 713-664-3048.

Faith Lutheran Church
4600 Bellaire Boulevard at Avenue B
Bellaire, Texas 77401
Office: 713-664-3048 Fax: 713-664-3371
Faith Day School: 713-664-3233
Mother’s Day Out: 713-664-7726
FaithBellaire.org (website)
info@faithbellaire.org (email)

Rev. Kerry Nelson
Rev. Junfeng Tan
Stacy Williams
Dr. Clayton Faulkner
Jason Houlihan
Kendolyn Pope
Yu Cao
J’Amie Carter
Alan Balius
Alicia Obando
Ana Rivas

Senior Pastor
Associate Pastor
Director of Operations
Director of Worship, Music, and Technology
Director of Faith Formation
Director of Faith Schools
Office Coordinator
Office Coordinator
Organist/Choir Director
Building Manager
Custodian

All Day ES Lutherhill Summer Camp
8:30 AM “Heritage” Worship
9:45 AM Faith Alive Rehearsal
10:50 AM “The Gathering” Worship
10:50 AM Faith Chinese Worship
12:00 PM Lunch (FC)
6:10 PM “6TEN” Worship (FC Gym)
7:15 PM High School Night (400, 401)
7:30 PM Al-Anon (300)

All Day HS National Youth Gathering
8:30 AM “Heritage” Worship
9:45 AM Faith Alive Rehearsal
10:50 AM “The Gathering” Worship
10:50 AM Faith Chinese Worship
12:00 PM Lunch (FC)
6:10 PM “6TEN” Worship (FC Gym)
7:15 PM High School Night (400, 401)
7:30 PM Al-Anon (300)

8:30 AM “Heritage” Worship
9:45 AM Faith Alive Rehearsal
10:50 AM Combined Worship - “The
Gathering” Worship & Faith Chinese
Worship (Sanc)
12:00 PM Lunch (FC)
6:10 PM “6TEN” Worship (FC Gym)
7:30 PM Al-Anon (300)

8:30 AM “Heritage” Worship
9:45 AM Faith Alive Rehearsal
10:50 AM “The Gathering” Worship
10:50 AM Faith Chinese Worship
12:00 PM Lunch (FC)
6:10 PM “6TEN” Worship (FC Gym)
7:30 PM Al-Anon (300)

Sun

26

19

12

5

All Day ES Lutherhill Summer Camp
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:00 PM Cornerstone Climbers (401)
6:30 PM ESL Class (309)

All Day MS Lutherhill
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:00 PM Cornerstone Climbers (401)
6:30 PM ESL Class (309)

2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:30 PM ESL Class (309)

All Day FAITH CAMP
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:30 PM ESL Class (309)

Mon

27

20

13

6

21

14

28
All Day ES Lutherhill Summer Camp
9:15 AM Children’s Chapel
11:30 AM Church Staff Meeting (101)
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:30 PM ESL Class (307)
6:30 PM Narcotics Anonymous (300)
7:00 PM Faith House Board Meeting (101)
7:00 PM First Place 4 Health (309)
8:00 PM AA Men Only (300)

All Day MS Lutherhill
9:15 AM Children’s Chapel
11:30 AM Church Staff Meeting (101)
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:00 PM Faith Schools Board Meeting
6:30 PM ESL Class (307)
6:30 PM Narcotics Anonymous (300)
7:00 PM First Place 4 Health (309)
8:00 PM AA Men Only (300)

9:15 AM Children’s Chapel
11:30 AM Church Staff Meeting (101)
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:30 PM ESL Class (307)
6:30 PM Narcotics Anonymous (300)
7:00 PM Church Council Meeting (101)
7:00 PM First Place 4 Health (309)
8:00 PM AA Men Only (300)
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All Day FAITH CAMP
9:15 AM Children’s Chapel
11:30 AM Church Staff Meeting (101)
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:00 PM Stewardship Board Meeting (108)
6:30 PM ESL Class (307)
6:30 PM CCSC BTS Committee Meeting
6:30 PM Narcotics Anonymous (300)
6:30 PM Cornerstone 2nd Stage (400, 401)
7:00 PM First Place 4 Health (309)
8:00 PM AA Men Only (300)

Tue
1

All Day ES Lutherhill Summer Camp
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:00 PM Painting Group (307)
7:00 PM First Place 4 Health (201)
8:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

All Day MS Lutherhill
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:00 PM Painting Group (307)
7:00 PM First Place 4 Health (201)
8:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

All Day Mountain Mover Articles Due
All Day HS National Youth Gathering
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:00 PM Painting Group (307)
7:00 PM First Place 4 Health (201)
8:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

All Day FAITH CAMP
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:00 PM Painting Group (307)
7:00 PM First Place 4 Health (201)
8:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

29

22

15

8

All Day FAITH CAMP
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:00 PM Painting Group (307)
6:15 PM Social Ministry Board Meeting
7:00 PM First Place 4 Health (201)
8:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

Wed

July 2015 - Calendar of Events

2

23

16

30
2All Day ES Lutherhill Summer Camp
2:00 PM CCSC BTS Supply Delivery (FC)
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
7:30 PM Faith Choir (208)
7:30 PM AA Women Only (309)
8:00 PM AA Men Only (300)

All Day MS Lutherhill
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
7:30 PM AA Women Only (309)
8:00 PM AA Men Only (300)

All Day HS National Youth Gathering
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
7:30 PM Faith Choir (Off-campus)
7:30 PM AA Women Only (309)
8:00 PM AA Men Only (300)
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All Day FAITH CAMP
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
6:45 PM Executive Board Meeting (101)
7:30 PM Faith Choir (208)
7:30 PM AA Women Only (309)
8:00 PM AA Men Only (300)

All Day FAITH CAMP
10:00 AM Rebecca Ruth Circle (101)
2:30 PM Cornerstone(400, 401, 309)
7:30 PM Faith Choir (208)
7:30 PM AA Women Only (309)
8:00 PM AA Men Only (300)

Thu

10

3

24

31
All Day ES Lutherhill Summer Camp
6:00 PM Parent’s Night Out (FC)
6:30 PM Chinese Fellowship (101)
8:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

All Day MS Lutherhill
10:00 AM Faith Schools Bounce
House & Carnival Games (FC)
6:00 PM Parent’s Night Out (FC)
6:30 PM Chinese Fellowship (101)
8:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

17
All Day HS National Youth Gathering
10:00 AM Faith Schools Puppet
Show (FC)
6:00 PM Parent’s Night Out (FC)
6:30 PM Chinese Fellowship (101)
8:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

All Day FAITH CAMP
6:00 PM Parent’s Night Out (FC)
6:30 PM Chinese Fellowship (101)
6:45 PM Faith Family Pool Night
8:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

All Day FAITH CAMP
All Day Church Office Closed
All Day Faith Schools Closed
8:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

Fri

Sat

11

4

9:00 AM Grey Sheet Eating
Program (204)
9:00 AM Cornerstone (300, 306,
307, 308, 309)
3:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

25

18
All Day HS National Youth Gathering
9:00 AM Grey Sheet Eating
Program (204)
9:00 AM Cornerstone (300, 306,
307, 308, 309)
3:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

9:00 AM Grey Sheet Eating
Program (204)
9:00 AM Cornerstone (300, 306,
307, 308, 309)
3:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)

Independence Day!
3:00 PM AA Co-Ed (300)
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